# Rub and Reveal

## What does it mean?
Rub and Reveal is a quick and easy way to make interactive flipcharts! Students are able to write their answer on the page and then check to see if it is correct.

## How do I do it?

1. **Insert a star** onto the page. Click 🌟 and choose the star.
2. Use the **text tool** 🆕 to type the word "star".
3. Use the **shape tool** again, click 🌟 and choose the horizontal line. Draw a line under the word star.
4. Now, **select the pen tool**, 🖊 set pen color to your background color, and color on top of the word star.

## Try it out
**Write the name of this shape above the line. Erase it to check your work.**

Tip: Lock your text and shapes.

## Let your students practice!

1. **Label the shape**, using the pen tool (change the color to black) and write "star" on top of the line.
2. **Check your work**! Change to the eraser tool 🗑️, erase what you wrote to reveal the correct answer!